SESSION 1  05/27-07/12

MEDIA 180: Intro to Media Studies, Online-Synchronous, Prof. Makia Harper

MEDP 234: Creative Code, O-S, Prof. Hans Tammen

MEDP 250: Digital Design and Usability, O-S, Prof. John Parker

MEDP 260: Intro to 2D Animation, O-S, Prof. Anita Cheng

MEDP 285: Web Production 1, O-S, Prof. Geraroid Dolan

MEDIA 373: Journalism as Literature, O-S, Prof. David Alm

MEDP 327: Representations of Race & Ethnicity in U.S. Media, O-S, Prof. Israa Ismaeil

SESSION 2  07/13-08/16

MEDIA 180: Intro to Media Studies, Online-Synchronous, Prof. Makia Harper

MEDP 362: Intro Information Graphics, O-S, Prof. Anita Cheng

Hunter College is committed to providing opportunities for students to take hold of their futures by offering support for attending summer school classes: https://hunter.cuny.edu/students/financial-aid/financial-aid-types/summer-funding/